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Abstract 
A final research product for the International Teacher Education Course at NHL Stenden 

University of Applied Sciences, this is an investigation into the Assessment for Learning (AfL) 

practices of a small international school in southern Germany as well as possibilities to 

support AfL and student agency with educational applications. For this project, the 

researcher questioned Elementary school homeroom teachers of the aforementioned 

international school about their approaches to AfL and student agency in general as well as 

their use of ICT (information and communications technology) in this specific context. 

Furthermore, she trialed the learning management app SELAS (Smart Education Learning 

Analytics System) (Hanf, 2019), that was developed as part of the German initiative for 

improved integration of ICT into daily classroom practices and compared her findings with 

the feedback from German primary school teachers that have been using the app for 

formative assessment as well as management purposes for the past academic year. In her 

findings, the researcher concluded that with students displaying an increased natural 

proficiency in the overall use of technology (Chiong & Shuler, 2010), the correct use of 

educational applications can be highly beneficial for student agency, foster self-assessment 

and self-management skills in students and thus positively add to AfL in the twenty-first-

century classroom. 
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Rationale 

Introduction 
“With resources available so readily through advancements in technology, giving students 

the power over their educational journey seems more plausible than ever” (Zimmer, 2016). 

The modern-day teacher is more than just an educator, they are also a manager, an 

assessor, and a motivator. The role of the student has changed over the years, too, from 

being a passive observer to being an active contributor to their own learning and 

assessment. Assessment especially takes a lot of time and effort in order to be purposeful 

and beneficial for both the teacher and their students. Nevertheless, it is crucial for 

teachers to “understand how students learn to help […] facilitate [their] further learning” 

(Murchan & Shiel, 2017, p. 44). The one method for assessment that was proven to be most 

valuable for student progress is Assessment for Learning (AfL), whereby assessment is not 

used to mark or rank students’ performance summatively but rather to document their 

progress and thus help to optimize their learning (Muijs & Reynolds, 2011). A summative 

form of assessment would thus be an assessment of learning at the very end of the learning 

progress, informing mostly the teacher about what the student has learned. A formative 

form of assessment such as AfL, however, is carried out while the student is acquiring new 

knowledge and is therefore beneficial for both the learner and the instructor as it provides 

insight into the learner’s development. Using AfL, the children are not only aware of their 

current state of knowledge, they can also identify the reason why they are at their current 

level as well as the steps they need to take in order to progress (Cambridge Assessment 

International Education, 2017). Through the self-reflective processes that AfL is based 

upon, it creates a lot of opportunities for student agency which has been proven to 

promote intrinsic motivation and thus help students’ progress (Biggs & Collis, 1989). Self-
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reflection, however, is something that students have to be taught before it can be an 

effective tool in the classroom and for many children, especially younger ones, this can be 

difficult (Hawe & Dixon, 2016). Recently, educators and curriculum developers have been 

striving towards an improved integration of technology, specifically ICT and educational 

applications, into the everyday school life (Breiter, Stolpmann, & Zeising, 2015). For the 

researcher this new development, especially in German national schools, was a reason to 

wonder whether an improved integration of ICT into assessment processes could possibly 

facilitate student agency and self-reflection by providing them with options to do so in 

either a more playful way or even with input from the learning applications that were being 

used in the classroom. 

Objectives  

During this project, the researcher took a closer look at the history of AfL in education in 

general as well as its correlation to ICT. Furthermore, in the field research part of this 

project, the researcher examined her teaching practice (TP) school’s practices regarding 

AfL in general; how teachers and students worked together to improve instruction and 

learning processes as well as how these processes were being supported using ICT. During 

the researcher’s final teaching practice placement, there was a case study with a test group 

of students trialing a new educational application that was developed as part of the German 

ministry of education’s initiative for a better integration of technology into the classroom 

and seemed as though it could possibly facilitate the analysis of student progress and 

therefore formative assessment processes (Breiter, Stolpmann, & Zeising, 2015). The 

researcher analyzed her TP school’s current assessment practices with regard to AfL and 

questioned the teachers of the Elementary department about their experiences with these 

practices. Furthermore, she collected data from German national schools that were trialing 

the education application that she had used with a group of third graders at the TP school. 
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All data gathered from these three processes were then compared to one another as well 

as to existing theory regarding AfL and the integration of ICT. As the results of the research 

are based on a very particular environment and one specific educational application, the 

main purpose for it is to inform the researcher and her own assessment practices. 

However, most of the findings can be projected onto a general approach to using ICT to 

support AfL and so this paper could serve as a guide for schools that are looking for new 

ways to support their AfL through educational applications. 

Motivation 

As a twenty-first-century teacher, it is inevitable that one must stay up-to-date with the 

technological advances made concerning education. These can be everyday things such as 

the Smart Boards that replaced regular black or whiteboards. However, these advances 

also describe developments made in learning tools. Modern elementary teachers especially 

have been provided with many technological opportunities to support their teaching, be 

that in the form of reading databases or interactive mathematics websites.  Many of these 

advances are made concerning the use ICT in all aspects of the profession, but particularly 

in the areas of class and classroom management as well as the monitoring of pupil progress 

(Dunn, 2012). Depending on their educational background as well as preferred teaching 

practices, not all teachers are knowledgeable about the new possibilities provided by 

technology. It is, however, crucial for teachers in this technologically developed era to be 

knowledgeable in the use of especially ICT, in order to be able to facilitate not only their 

students’ learning but also their own management thereof. The main motivation behind 

this project is therefore to enhance the researcher’s own understanding of both ICT and 

AfL as well as a combination of the two. The objective is to become a better teacher overall 

as well as to critically examine new developments in the realm of ICT classroom 

management support.  
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Research questions  

Main question 

How does Assessment for Learning underpin pupils’ progress and how can ICT, in the form 

of educational applications, be used for additional support? 

Sub-questions 

• What is assessment for learning? Advantages and disadvantages 

• What possibilities are there to support assessment for learning with ICT? 

• How has the use of ICT regarding assessment for learning changed over the years? 

• Educational apps – the future of assessment for learning? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• How does school x make use of ICT to support assessment for learning? 

• How does the application SELAS support assessment for learning and how could 

school x benefit from using it? 

Significance  

“The march of information and communications technology is fast and unrelenting” (Price, 

2009, p. 1). ICT makes up a big part of human life these days and its influence is ever-

increasing. Teachers who can leverage this to their advantage, could possibly majorly 

facilitate their lives as class- and learning managers (Breiter, Stolpmann, & Zeising, 2015). 

At the same time, Assessment for Learning should play a central role in the management 

of pupil progress. “Students should be fully engaged with their learning, contributing to the 

planning and organization of lessons […] assessing their learning and that of their peers and 

benefitting from individualized support and differentiated learning” (Murchan & Shiel, 
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2017, p. 56). Yet, it can be time-consuming for the students to go through the self-reflective 

processes needed to coordinate their further course of action (Swaffield, 2011). To be able 

to combine assessment for learning with ICT could possibly be highly beneficial for the way 

the teachers manage their students’ learning progress as well as the way students self-

manage them. 
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Literature Review  

The theoretical background for Assessment for Learning is vast and well-researched. 

Researchers have been stressing its benefits for both the teacher’s management of pupil 

progress as well as for the students’ development itself (Grigg, 2015). This literature review 

aims at answering the first four sub-questions of this research project and through that 

shed some light on the use of AfL in schools, its advantages and disadvantages as well as 

whether there already are any means to support AfL through ICT.  Furthermore, it 

investigates how the connection between these two fields has evolved over the years. 

Finally, the researcher will also review literature on educational applications such as the 

one used in the case study that is to be part of the field research.  

What is assessment for learning? Advantages and disadvantages 

AfL is a form of formative assessment that was made popular in the 1990s by researchers 

Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam in their book Inside the Black Box: Raising standards through 

classroom assessment (1998). When the practice emerged, educators around the world 

felt as though learners were being over-assessed and tested in order to rank them or make 

comparisons between them (Cambridge Assessment International Education, 2017) and 

this is, without doubt, still an issue today as AfL in no way fully replaced summative forms 

of assessment.  The form of assessment that was being used at the time is commonly 

known as Assessment of Learning and has been the predominant practice in education for 

centuries before the emergence of AfL. Effectively, Assessment for and Assessment of 

Learning are simply two contrasting aspects of the overall assessment of pupil achievement 

and progress. While AfL is an aspect of formative assessment; an assessment that is to be 

carried out during the learning process in order to provide intel into the learning progress 

and inform further action. Assessment of Learning is also known by the name of summative 
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assessment and usually happens at the end of a learning cycle thus testing what knowledge 

has been acquired and retained. Dixson and Worrell (2016) define the two as follows: 

“Formative assessment involves gathering data for improving student learning, whereas 

summative assessment uses data to assess about how much a student knows or has 

retained at the completion of a learning sequence” (p. 153). The aim of formative 

assessment is to inform teachers and learners about the learners’ progress and provide 

feedback that can be used to help the students learn more effectively. Summative 

assessment intends to capture what a student has learned during a learning cycle and judge 

their performance against a certain set of standards, thus providing the teacher with an 

overview of how much learning has taken place.  

To be able to research the topic, one needs to first define the term of AfL before looking 

into the subject further; Caroll and McCulloch (2014) define it as “the process in which 

teachers, learners or their peers elicit, interpret and use evidence about pupil achievement 

to make decisions about the next steps” (p. 166). They state further, that it comprises a 

sequence of three recurring activities: stimulating the learners to think about the topic, the 

learning goal and criteria for success; finding out what and how they are thinking; and 

identifying next steps for better, more effective thinking. To achieve optimal results with 

AfL, both the students and the teacher should work together as a community of learners 

(Davidson & Carber, 2012). 

That being said, Assessment for Learning consists of equal parts of peer, self and teacher 

assessment. Students are encouraged to reflect on their own learning processes and 

progress, and on basis of that shape their own learning trajectory. Through AfL, the focus 

of assessment in the classroom has been shifted from an “activity which is ‘done to’ 

children to one which is done with children” (Hansen, 2012, p. 191). Due to that, many 
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researchers have called for formative assessment to be looked at as “‘assessment for 

development’ rather than just ‘for learning’” (Carroll & McCulloch, 2014, p. 167). 

Nowadays, a new trend, very similar to AfL has emerged and has played a central role in 

the recent revision of the IB Primary Years Program (PYP): Student agency. While student 

agency is basically the same as AfL, it extends further into everyday classroom processes 

such as the physical setup of the learning space (International Baccalaureate Organization, 

2019).  

Advantages 

AfL significantly impacts on the learning process itself by making the learning criteria visible 

and therefore more accessible to the students; in short, it visualizes the aim of learning. 

Through constant reflection as well as feedback, the students get a deeper understanding 

of what they are learning and why they are doing so, which can have positive effects on 

learner motivation and autonomy. On that, Carroll and McCulloch (2014) state that, 

intellectual challenge, thinking and collaborative working are key factors in the ongoing 

process of developing independent learning. Research has found that, when AfL is used 

over extended periods of time, this can support students to become confident, reflective, 

innovative and engaged (Swaffield, 2011). Especially for lower-attaining students, AfL has 

been found to be a major means of raising standards (Grigg, 2015).  

“As youth learn to accurately assess their strengths and limitations, they develop the 

confidence and optimism that leads to a growth mindset, studies show. And they 

begin to understand that success depends on the willingness to risk failure, get 

feedback, and keep trying” (Cushman & Baron, 2017). 

Conversely, not only the students can benefit from using AfL; teachers can use it to adapt 

their teaching strategies according to the results of assessment as well as feedback they 
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receive from their students and thus create a more fruitful learning environment 

(Cambridge Assessment International Education, 2017). Because of its benefits for the 

teaching practice, formative assessment is also at the heart of the PYP approach to 

assessment as it “provides feedback to teachers as they monitor and adjust their teaching 

strategies” (Davidson & Carber, 2012, p. 60). The aforementioned PYP or Primary Years 

Program is an Elementary or Primary School curriculum developed specifically by the 

International Baccalaureate Organization and will be explained in greater detail later in this 

thesis. Due to its focus on inquiry-based learning, it provides teachers and learners with 

plenty of opportunities for AfL as well as student agency in general (International 

Baccalaureate Organization, 2019). 

Disadvantages 

“Despite the widespread endorsement of AfL, in practice there have been mixed 

reports on how well teachers have implemented the recommended strategies. One 

of the explanations has been that teachers have been too pressurized to improve 

students’ results in externally set tests and examinations to fully implement AfL 

strategies” (Grigg, 2015, p. 409). 

Teachers reported challenges such as the demands of marking, time pressure, increased 

noise levels in classroom activities and the difficulties of implementing AfL across the 

curriculum. Even though educators have been acknowledging that “[w]hen students are 

acquiring new knowledge, skills, concepts and even attitudes, they need opportunities to 

practice these without consequences in terms of their grades” (Davidson & Carber, 2012, 

p. 52). Many of the other stakeholders in the schools are calling for a way to measure and 

rank student achievement and for now, grading is the predominant way to do so. 

Furthermore, many teachers know the terms but do not understand or follow the 

underlying principles (Atjonen, 2014). Due to that, the effect or simply put the benefits of 

AfL still remain minimal because of a lack of effective review of learning in class alongside 

a lack of opportunities for peer- and self-assessment. 

What possibilities are there to support assessment for learning with ICT? 

Before one can take a closer look at the specifics of AfL support through ICT, one needs to 

first look at the overall benefits of incorporating ICT into the everyday learning processes 
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in school. Using technology in class has become common practice over the past decade, 

especially in international schools (Price, 2009). While using ICT on a regular basis can seem 

intimidating especially when one has not had specific training for it (Breiter et al., 2015), it 

is important to keep in mind that “for children, especially those of primary school age, there 

is nothing ‘new’ about technology” (Moyles, Georgeson, & Payler, 2011, p. 168). Moyles et 

al. (2011) stress the importance of teachers cultivating a “positive ethos” around the use 

of digital technology in the classroom, which recognizes the ways in which developments 

in technological landscape influences how children learn today, as well as the concept of 

their learning. Research specifically conducted for the IB PYP has found that “[t]here are 

few educational issues with so much unfulfilled potential over the past 15-plus years as the 

role of technology in the classroom” (Davidson & Carber, 2012, p. 90). However, the PYP 

already recognizes ICT as no particular subject area but rather a tool to facilitate learning 

throughout the curriculum. As that, the curriculum guidelines encourage teachers to make 

use of technological advances to facilitate their teaching as well as assessment. Davidson 

& Carber (2012) state that, “[t]echnology can be viewed as a performance task enabler 

when viewed within the context of demonstrating student understanding” (p.94) and can, 

therefore, serve as a tool for assessment of student progress. It can furthermore play an 

important role in monitoring progress during lessons by providing students with 

opportunities to show their understanding as well as use their experience during self-

reflection to identify skills they still need to develop or practice. Through that, it ties very 

well into the scheme of Assessment for Learning (Moyles et al., 2011). It is crucial to 

acknowledge the significance of technology’s potential to support key ideas and skills 

within the learning process (Davidson & Carber, 2012), ICT must thus serve as something 

larger than itself. Davidson and Carber found that as of now, the incorporation of ICT in 

schools has yet to reach its full potential and for that “[t]he PYP structures of curriculum 
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development and documentation must provide entry points for the authentic use of 

technology” (p.99). It is, however, commonly acknowledged by now that, e-tools, such as 

learning apps and reading databases, are effective when used in combination with 

assessment approaches that enhance students’ self-assessment and self-regulated 

learning such as AfL as they provide valuable feedback about student progress which the 

learners can use to identify their strengths and weaknesses and thus plan their further 

action (Nicol & Milligan, 2006). More and more schools are therefore beginning to rely on 

e-tools like SeeSaw (2013) as a form of e-portfolio where students can contribute to the 

documentation of their own learning and thus take ownership of it.  

How has the use of ICT regarding assessment for learning changed over 
the years? 

“The use of technology to support assessment practices has a long history” (Nicol & 

Milligan, 2006, p. 11). However, as Davidson & Carber (2012) stated, the influence of 

technology on teaching in general has also been grossly overlooked by educators for the 

better part of the last two decades. For that reason, also, the use of ICT as support for 

Assessment for Learning is a field that few have researched yet. Because many teachers 

are still reluctant to incorporate ICT into their teaching at all (Breiter et al., 2015), it is 

challenging to provide recommendations for how teachers should be using digital 

technology specifically within the primary classroom (Moyles et al., 2011). Before the 

emergence of social platforms like Google classroom (2014) and educational applications 

such as SeeSaw, teachers had little to no opportunity to use ICT for assessment at all. Even 

today, many are still reluctant to do so and many schools, especially those in less affluent 

areas do not in fact have the technological means to use ICT on a regular basis at all (Pollard, 

2014). In Germany in particular, there still are a number of national schools, that do not 

use any technology outside of the mandatory ICT classes.  It has been argued that “the ways 
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in which computers impact upon children’s lives is dependent on the individual social 

structures in place within the children’s homes [and therefore] teachers cannot assume 

that all children develop digital skills similar to one another” (Moyles et al., 2011, p.169). 

Educational applications – the future of assessment for learning? 

Educational applications or learning apps provide teachers as well as students with 

opportunities to acquire new skills, practice already learned ones and reflect on their 

progress (Chiong & Shuler, 2010). They can, unlike older versions of learning technology, 

also be used on mobile devices which makes them more accessible even in settings where 

students do not own or have access to laptops. As Chiong & Shuler (2010) state: “Mobile 

devices present a unique opportunity that previous educational technologies have not” 

(p.26). 

In these fast-paced, digital times, it would be tempting to answer the above question 

affirmatively. The reality, however, is that there are huge discrepancies in society when it 

comes to the ability to effectively use technology and media for learning. While most 

children are to be characterized as so-called digital natives (Chiong & Shuler, 2010), “some 

children will need to be actively taught how to use certain aspects of digital technology and 

be encouraged to develop particular digital skills” (Moyles et al., 2011, p.169). Conversely, 

research has found that because of the numerous benefits of self-regulated learning and 

self-assessment that can be supported in an online context, educational applications are a 

good way forward (Clarke, Timperly, & Hattie, 2001). The most common practice to guide 

and monitor these processes “is to create and administer online objective tests and quizzes 

that can be used by students to assess their understanding of a topic or area of study” 

(Nicol & Milligan, 2006). Applications like SELAS that create opportunities for students and 
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teachers to work with such quizzes during the formative assessment can therefore be very 

beneficial for the process of AfL. 

Student agency and the IB PYP 

Big parts of this research project are based upon a specific curriculum and its approach to 

AfL and therefore it has to be outlined before investigating it further; The context of this 

research is the so-called IB Primary Years Program, an inquiry-based curriculum designed 

specifically to cater to the needs of international students aged four to twelve 

(International Baccalaureate Organization, 2019). The IB learner profile is quite specific 

about the fact that learners should be actively engaged in their own learning and the co-

construction of their learning goals (International Baccalaureate Organization, 2018). 

Learning is therefore mainly based on blocks of student-led inquiry, the so-called Units of 

Inquiry. During one school year, there are usually six of these, with two Units per term. 

These units aim to help students make sense of the world around them by letting them 

inquire into a certain Central idea and explore its history, the science belying it as well as 

societal issues related to it. At the base of all this lies a “structured, purposeful inquiry that 

engages students actively in their own learning” (International Baccalaureate Organization, 

2019). For the upcoming academic year, the IBO has once again revised their approach to 

assessment to make it even more learner-centered. At the base of all teaching and learning 

within the PYP there is student agency; this presents itself in simple things like the physical 

setup of the learning space but more importantly also in the planning and construction of 

student learning. With the new Collaborative planning process for learning and teaching 

that is to be used by all PYP schools by the upcoming school year, educators are encouraged 

to “develop[] students’ capacity to plan, reflect and assess, in order to self-regulate and 

self-adjust learning” (International Baccalaureate Organization, 2018). In terms of 

assessment, this means that teachers are to make use of “ongoing monitoring, 
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documenting and measuring of learning to inform planning and next steps” as well as use 

“evidence of learning as a basis for grouping […] students”. Especially this last  point lends 

itself as an opportunity for the integration of feedback-providing educational applications 

and was therefore an excellent starting point for the researcher’s work. 
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Research design and analysis 

Participants and Context  

The context of this research project is a small international school in a rural part of southern 

Germany, that makes use of the IB Primary Years Program. Participants were four 

elementary school homeroom teachers as well as one specialist teacher of the school with 

varying degrees of teaching experience trained in either the United States of America or 

Germany. One of the homeroom teachers has extensive experience within the IB PYP, while 

three have formerly been working with the American Common Core system and have only 

been working with the PYP for this school year. The last teacher has been trained for and 

working in German national schools before transferring to this school. Additionally, three 

German national primary schools that make use of the educational application called 

SELAS, which can supposedly serve as a facilitator of Assessment for Learning were 

participating in this research project (Hanf, 2019). Lastly, a case study was conducted with 

a group of nine third-grade students of school X. This acted as the third leg of the 

triangulation (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2018) as well as a practical test of the 

hypothetical functionality of SELAS in an international primary school context. 

Research Methods and Methodology 

“The ultimate purpose of any knowledge arrived at in educational research is to provide a 

basis for action, be it at policy level or at a classroom level” (Lakshmi, 2019). For this project, 

the researcher chose a mixed methods approach that “combines various elements of both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches” (Cohen et al., 2018, p.87). These two methods 

show distinct differences in characteristics; while qualitative research uses words, concerns 

itself with meaning, induces hypothesis from data and is based on case studies; quantitative 

research makes use of numbers, is concerned with behavior, begins with a hypothesis and 
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results in generalizations (Silverman, 2015). Quantitative research, therefore, generates 

data that allows numerical analysis while a qualitative approach describes a certain 

phenomenon in context. Combined, they provide both the opportunity to seek 

explanations for correlations of the different aspects of this project and to gain an 

understanding of the overarching topic. Especially in educational research that aims to 

inform classroom practices and support an individual teacher’s development, as it is the 

case for this project, a mixed methods approach has been found to be most beneficial 

(Lakshmi, 2019). 

The most suitable paradigm was a pragmatist one which is also the one most commonly 

used in mixed-methods research and the rationale behind this choice links directly to the 

purpose and the nature of the research problem (Parvaiz, Mufti, & Wahab, 2016). In 

pragmatism, instead of the method being dominant, the research problem is viewed as the 

most important concern (Creswell, 2003), which is why it draws on both numeric and 

narrative data as well as quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection and 

analysis. Through that, it meets the needs of the research rather than the preferences of 

the researcher thus ensuring an unambiguous research product that is most likely to 

provide a deep insight into the research problem (Cohen et al., 2018). 

The Journal of Mixed Methods Research describes the paradigm as follows: 

“[P]ragmatism as a research paradigm supports the use of a mix of different research 

methods as well as modes of analysis and a continuous cycle of abductive reasoning 

while being guided primarily by the researcher’s desire to produce socially useful 

knowledge” (Feilzer, 2009). 
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Hence, the researcher made use of multilevel mixed methods sampling whereby different 

kinds of samples are used at different stages of the research process (Cohen et al., 2018). 

A qualitative research method was used for part of the project which can be characterized 

as “empirical research where the data are not in the form of numbers” (Blaxter, Hughes, & 

Tight, 2010, p. 65); this was used for the unstructured interviews with the teachers at 

school X. For the questionnaires, the researcher made use of a quantitative approach to 

data collection to receive as reliable an overview of the German national primary 

homeroom teachers’ opinions as possible. Lastly, to be able to draw their own conclusions, 

the researcher conducted a small-scale case study with a class at school X. Blaxter et al. 

(2010) state that case studies are ideally suited to the needs and resources of the small-

scale researcher as they allow a focus on just one example. They tie into the idea behind 

pragmatism as pragmatists find that “what something ‘means’ is manifested in its practical, 

observable consequences and success in practices, with its links to experience, rather than, 

for example, abstract theory with little practical import” (Cohen et al., 2018, p. 84). 

Research Tools 
All questionnaires were designed using a template of Google forms and hence sent out via 

email to the participants (see Appendix 3). Therefore, to responses were completely 

voluntary and anonymous (Cohen et al., 2018). In accordance with the research plan, the 

researcher conducted unstructured interviews with the teachers at school X as a follow-up 

to the questionnaires to be able to investigate the provided opinions in further detail 

(Blaxter et al., 2010). The students’ feedback was gathered anonymously in a table in a 

shared Google doc, that all students had access to (see Figure 2) and subsequently 

compared to the informal observation the researcher had made during the trial. Lastly, the 

German teachers’ opinions were gathered directly through a feedback tool inside the app. 

Participation here was also anonymous and voluntary. 
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Data collection  
In order for the results of this project to be as reliable as possible, the researcher made use 

of methodological and participant triangulation (Cohen et al., 2018). Blaxter et al. (2010) 

describe this process as using two or more methods to verify the validity of the information 

being collected, checking the findings from one type of study against the findings deriving 

from another type. It is thus a combination of qualitative and quantitative research that 

serves to ensure the reliability and validity of the findings made during this project. In 

addition to a review of existing literature, there were questionnaires for the German 

national schools, a questionnaire followed up with unstructured interviews with school X’s 

teachers as well as a case study with a test group of students at school X. To investigate the 

theoretical background of Assessment for Learning in general and the possibility to support 

it using ICT in particular, the researcher studied appropriate literature and compared the 

findings of other researchers to their own (Blaxter et al. 2010). The basis of the 

unstructured interviews with the teachers at school X was their conception of Assessment 

for Learning as well as their experiences with using ICT to support formative assessment. 

The researcher opted for this type of interview as it has been proven to be most useful in 

explicating the interviewees’ understanding of the topic of research, thus producing 

qualitative information (Menter, Elliot, Hulme, Lewin, & Lowden, 2011). For the 

quantitative part of the project, the researcher had chosen to hand out questionnaires as 

these have been recommended by research professionals such as Blaxter et al. (2010) and 

Menter et al. (2011) for asking concrete questions as well as the collection of a wide range 

of information. To the researcher they are particularly interesting as “[t]hey can be used to 

study attitudes, values [and] beliefs” (Menter et al., 2011, p. 105). The questionnaire that 

was answered by school X’s teachers served as a first summary of the teachers’ opinions 

and thus facilitated the follow-up interviews as it provided the researcher with an 
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understanding of the teachers’ prior knowledge and understanding of the topic. The 

German national primary schools that have been trialing the educational application called 

SELAS, which claims to facilitate the management of learning, were also sent a 

questionnaire through the app. Their answers provided the researcher with a range of 

opinions on the use of ICT for Assessment for Learning. Lastly, the researcher tested SELAS 

and its potential to support AfL with a test group of students from school X, to extrapolate 

how feasible it would be in the everyday school life. The results of all three data collection 

methods were then compared to determine how beneficial ICT tools are for AfL processes 

and in how far educational applications, like SELAS, would be a useful addition to a 

teacher’s learning management tools. 

Analysis  

The analysis of the data collected to the field research part of the project was carried out 

in accordance with the processes described in Blaxter et al. (2010). Cohen et al. (2018) also 

describe the necessary steps for qualitative data analysis as “data reduction (in order to 

avoid the often-serious issue of data overload); data display; data analysis and 

interpretation; drawing and verifying conclusions; and reporting the analysis and findings” 

(p.933). Simply put, the researcher could not use all the raw data that she had collected as 

not all were in line with or even useful for her project. Therefore, she had to make sure to 

put all gathered information in order and interpret it properly before being able to answer 

her research questions based on her findings. In accordance with the aforementioned 

analysis processes, the questionnaires were analyzed thematically; all data from the 

questionnaires were compared to one another and systematically coded for interesting 

features and henceforth clustered together in themes. In the ongoing analysis, the 

researcher then refined these themes and thus generated clear definitions and names for 

each one always relating them to the overarching topics of the research question (Blaxter 
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et al. , 2010). These were then in turn used in the final report, where they were compared 

to the outcomes of the case study as well the findings from the literature review. In the 

final steps of data analysis, the results from these comparisons were then related to the 

research questions. For instance, in order to get a sufficient overview of school X’s 

elementary teachers’ perceptions of and experience with AfL, the researcher sent out a 

Google form that compiled all answers given by the teachers into charts. The researcher 

then used those charts and percentages as a synoptic view of the teachers’ opinions. Closed 

questions would provide the researcher with charts or graphs and percentages, whereas 

open questions about detailed opinions would result in lists with the different statements 

made by the individual teachers.  

These statements were in turn compiled according to the topic of their nature and analyzed 

thematically (Cohen et al., 2018) and clustered by the nature of their content. The 

researcher started out by pulling the answers from the questionnaires and feeding them 

into tables, thus organizing them by the kind of information they provided. With the 

information sorted according to topic and content of the answer, the researcher could then 

summarize the most important information and use that to answer to research sub-

questions of her field research.  
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What is your experience with supporting your teaching and the 

management of your students' progress through ICT? 

Positive Negative 

I use online assessment data from RAZ-kids 

and Prodigy to tailor my whole group 

lessons and my mini-group lessons 

 

There are many programs and systems that 

purport to make teachers' lives easier. This 

is often only partially true at best. The best 

are tied directly to students' work without 

requiring teachers to enter data separately. 

These programs and systems also provide 

regular feedback and reports showing 

individual, class, grade level, school data 

and development along a continuum. 

 

I use Google Classroom to track student 

tasks and Home Learning 

 

It is very helpful to use ICT for different kinds 

of teaching. There are some programs, 

where you can see the progress 

immediately. 
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If yes, what is your experience with AfL? 

→ 4/5 have experience with AfL (all training in US) 

Little Average Plenty 

limited but enough to know 

it’s necessary 

 

I have participated in two 

seminars by Dylan Wiliam 

about AfL 

 

I have used the formative 

and summative assessments 

of various prescribed 

curriculum, as well as those I 

have created myself and/or 

with others. 
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What qualities would an App need to have in order to best support 

Assessment for Learning? 

Specific feedback Random/ 

Endorsement 

of particular 

App 

Critique 

Skill targeted and tracked understanding. I 

also like the ability to select a 

standard/skill I’m tracking and their 

individual understanding of it to help me 

better group my kids for intervention. 

 

User friendliness; simple and effective 

data entry and display; ability to define 

parameters and individualize data 

gathering and reporting for individual 

students as well as classes; regular 

updates to the teacher compiled by the 

app itself (with the ability to schedule the 

timing of such reports/displays). 

 

I really like 

the quality of 

ManageBac. I 

try to use it as 

much as 

possible 

I don't think that there can be 

an app that could support all 

aspects of AfL but Seesaw 

comes close to it. What apps 

usually lack is student self-

assessment and authentic goal 

setting. 
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→ Good apps that support AfL should… 

• Be skill targeted 

• Track understanding  

• Be user-friendly → simple and effective data entry and display 

• Be easy to manipulate to fit individual needs → parameters, data gathering, 

reporting, goal setting 

• Individualized → specific info for every student 

• Provide regular feedback to the teacher (automatically) 

• Provide opportunities for student self-assessment 

[Analysis of the teachers’ answers to open questions in the questionnaire at school X] 

In order to, properly represent the opinions of the students who partook in the trial, the 

teacher asked them to fill out a feedback form focused on whether SELAS was useful for 

them in terms of facilitating their self-assessment of their vocabulary knowledge. Then, the 

researcher compared the students’ feedback with her own observations she had made 

during the trial. For the opinions of the German schools, the researcher designed a 

feedback form in collaboration with the developer of SELAS. The feedback the teachers 

provided, focused specifically on whether SELAS was a useful tool to support AfL and 

student agency, was gathered in percentage graphs directly through the app. The 

researcher could thus simply analyze these graphs to get an overview of the teachers’ 

perceptions. 

  

Figure 1 
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Student Feedback 

S1 All in all, it was pretty good! Though I wish it showed how many 

seconds I would have had left when I placed my answer. It was still 

helpful, so I could make sure I knew the unit vocabulary. In all, I think 

I’ll give it 8/10 stars. 

S2 I like that I got some right. it actually helped me learn. It showed me 

which words I still needed to practice more and which ones I was 

sure of.it was really fun. The things that I did not like was that it kept 

saying “du bist nicht ganz doof”. 

S3 I think this should get at least 1,0000000 stars. I liked that it was not 

too long and not too short, it showed how many answers you had 

correct or incorrect and that it showed the time I needed to answer 

all the questions. What I did not like is that it wrote the answers so 

short and did not explain it so well, so it was hard to know what the 

website meant (and I clicked that the website should translate it to 

German, but it did not translate.) 

S4 I liked that it was helping me with things, so I can remember the 

things like the theory behind some things also. I did not like that it 

would always say “du bist nicht GANZ doof” I did not like it that 

much, I rate 2 stars 

Figure 2 
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I mostly understood the vocabulary but not always, I wish it would 

allow you to translate it 

S5 I did not like it because I did not understand some of the words 

because the quiz was in English. 

S6 It was good but still I don’t like that the answers are sometimes so 

short because then you don’t know all the information of the word. 

I learned a few new ways to explain a word. 

S7 I didn’t like it because the whole quiz was in English and so I couldn’t 

understand the questions, therefore I didn’t learn anything.  

Mir hat es nicht gefallen, weil es englisch war. Und ich habe nichts 

gelernt, weil es englisch war.  

S8 It was pretty good in the process, but it could use more feedback 

than just “du bist nicht ganz doof”. But in all of it, it was pretty good. 

I also think that it could also use some more details. But it really 

helped me with my unit vocabulary.   

[Student feedback that was provided individually in a shared document] 
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[Observations made by the researcher during 

the trial] 

 

 

  

Figure 3 
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Description of data 

AfL and its support through ICT at school X: 

Due to time constraints caused by the placement and the responsibility of independently 

leading a class as well as the busy school calendar during the last term before the summer 

break, the researcher decided to change some of the data collection methods during the 

research process. Instead of conducting semi-structured interviews with the Elementary 

teachers at her placement school, the researcher opted to send out a questionnaire that 

was to be filled out by all four homeroom teachers as well as the Elementary German 

teacher individually. The researcher then used the results of said questionnaire and 

followed it up with unstructured interviews in a more casual setting to further clarify any 

questions that arose during 

the analysis of the teachers’ 

answers as well as “get a 

more detailed perspective of 

some of the issues raised” 

(Blaxter et al., 2010, p. 205). 

This way, the teachers still 

had the option to specify and elaborate on their answers and give context to any claims 

they had made. Furthermore, the questionnaire was set up in a way that the teachers had 

the option to not answer questions they did not want to, which is why there are only four 

instead of five answers for most of the questions and diagrams thereof. One of the teachers 

had formerly been working in German national schools and had thus trouble understanding 

the specific terminology used in the questionnaire. Furthermore, they had little to no 

experience with the concept of AfL and therefore chose not to answer the questions that 

focused specifically on the intricacies of AfL (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4 
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The consensus of all Elementary homeroom teachers during the follow-up interviews at the 

researcher’s school was that Assessment for Learning is a vital cornerstone of all teaching 

and planning processes, especially with young children. All homeroom teachers, regardless 

of the nature of their training, the country or curriculum they had trained in and their level 

of teaching experience, attested to making use of AfL on a regular basis to monitor and 

manage their students’ progress. When asked why they used AfL or formative assessment 

in general, the teachers’ answers were very similar and can be summarized as follows: 

Eliciting and interpreting evidence about student achievement helps students and teachers 

to make better decisions about the next steps in instruction and thus facilitates effective 

differentiation (Wiliam, 2011). 

Their approaches to AfL, however, had varied greatly. While the two veteran teachers of 

the team, that had previously worked in the United States of America, favored the use of 

paper-based recording tools and keeping a file for each student, the other teachers 

preferred making use of the options provided to them by the educational applications and 

websites that they were using with their students regularly anyway. On that, one teacher 

stated the following:  

“There are many programs and systems that purport to make teachers' lives easier. 

This is often only partially true at best. The best are tied directly to students' work 

without requiring teachers to enter data separately. These programs and systems 

also provide regular feedback and reports showing individual, class, grade level, 

school data and development along a continuum”. 
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Nevertheless, all teachers 

agreed that ICT was, at least 

in some way, beneficial for 

AfL (see Figure 5). With the 

school’s general policy on 

online learning and the use 

of educational websites and 

online reading databases 

such as Learning A – Z (2002) as well as more common online class management and 

portfolio tools such as SeeSaw and Google Classroom, almost every teacher made use of 

ICT to support their assessment on a semi-regular basis (see Figure 6).  

 

They did, however, especially those teaching the younger grades, also make use of more 

traditional forms and therefore somewhat debatable forms of formative assessment, 

mainly in the form of running records, reading logs (Clay, 2013) or regular multiplication 

table timings (Rubenstein, 2019). One reason for that was that teachers felt as though the 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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apps they were using were not supporting their side of AfL enough (see Figure 7). One even 

went as far as to say that they did not “think that there can be an app that could support 

all aspects of AfL […]. What apps usually lack is student self-assessment and authentic goal 

setting”. Of the apps they were using, the teachers at school X expected the following: 

“User-friendliness; simple and effective data entry and display; ability to define 

parameters and individualize data gathering and reporting for individual students as 

well as classes; regular updates to the teacher compiled by the app itself (with the 

ability to schedule the timing of such reports/displays).” 

Furthermore, they stressed the importance of “[s]kill targeted and tracked understanding”, 

stating that they appreciated “the ability to select a standard/skill [to] track […] their 

[students’] understanding of it to help [them] better group [their] kids for intervention”. 

 

German primary schools already using SELAS: 

The developer of the educational app, SELAS, that was part of this study, suggested that it 

would be easier for both the researcher and the three German primary schools currently 

Figure 7 
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trialing it, to have a data collection through the app itself rather than sending out 

questionnaires to the head teachers of each school individually. For data protection 

reasons, all schools were still informed about this process as well as provided with a 

translated consent form that informed them about the research in detail, however no 

personal contact was established between the researcher and the schools currently using 

SELAS. Instead of providing each school with a questionnaire, the researcher and the 

developer of the app designed a feedback tool, that asked teachers to describe their 

experience with SELAS and in how far it helped them with managing their students’ 

progress. These feedbacks were collected in the app itself and then sent to the researcher 

for analysis. 

The results of this data collection were positive, as expected. Schools that have been trialing 

SELAS for the past school year, have been very content with the way it supports the teacher 

in monitoring the whole class’ progress. However, most of the schools that are currently 

trialing SELAS are secondary schools which focus more on summative assessment and thus 

do not use the app for AfL. Therefore, the researcher could not use these in her data 

collection as that would have changed to research context too much. The pool of 

participating primary schools was small in comparison to the overall number of 

participating schools, however the experiences of the schools that the researcher received 

via the feedback tool were very positive in terms of how well SELAS supported the 

homeroom teachers’ learning management. 

Nevertheless, the average amount of students per class in those German schools is around 

30 and this made for a very different learning environment than that of school X.  
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Case study trialing SELAS with a third grade at school X: 

School X’s third Grade had a broad spectrum 

of computer skill levels. While some children 

worked with computers on a daily basis and 

were versed enough to use their chrome 

books without any assistance, other children 

had only been using theirs for a matter of 

weeks. Even though the use of technology was encouraged by the school, this was an 

obstacle for the researcher and her trial. During the case study, the researcher trialed the 

desktop version of the app to check Grade three’s understanding of the unit vocabulary for 

the Unit of Inquiry they were currently working on. During the trial run of SELAS, the third-

grade students were working on the Unit of Inquiry focused on ‘How the World Works’. The 

vocabulary had been an important cornerstone of the Unit and the children had been 

working on them as part of a word study for the first weeks of working in the new unit. 

Theoretically, they should have thus all been able to not only spell and use those words in 

a sentence but also to explain each one in their own words as they had not only studied 

the words as they would for foreign language vocabulary but they had also used them over 

a number of weeks as they were working on sub-topics and questions related to their 

central idea. SELAS was used to check their understanding through a multiple-choice quiz, 

that gave them four different possible definitions for the vocabulary words in question; one 

correct and three false. Generally, the children enjoyed ‘toying’ with this new technology 

and the quiz aspect of SELAS and they appreciated the immediate feedback on whether 

they had answered the questions correctly. Furthermore, they liked being told how many 

of their answers had been correct in total and how long it had taken them to answer them 

all. In the classroom feedback form see Figure…, most children described their impression 

Figure 8 
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of the quiz as follows: “It was [] helpful, so I could make sure I knew the unit vocabulary”; 

“It showed me which words I still needed to practice more and which ones I was sure of”;” 

it really helped me with my unit vocabulary” and “I learned a few new ways to explain a 

word”. For the children, taking the quiz and being provided with immediate feedback about 

their knowledge was thus a positive experience and, according to their feedback, helped 

them assess their own grasp of and progress within the unit vocabulary. For the English 

language learners (ELL), however the experience was much less gratifying as they “did not 

understand some of the words” and therefore struggled with answering the questions. 

The anonymous and plenary overview of the class that the teacher received at the end, 

however, was not conducive to the researcher’s assessment of their understanding. While 

the children knew exactly what questions they had struggled with, the teacher only saw 

how many students had answered which question correctly or incorrectly. Had this group 

been twice or even thrice as big, a plenary overview would have perhaps been helpful. As 

it stood, however, with a group this small, monitoring each child’s level of understanding 

individually was not only easier but also more practical in terms of designing each child’s 

individual learning trajectory and managing their progress within the Unit of Inquiry. 

Especially with something as crucial to the children’s understanding and progress within 

the unit of inquiry, the teacher needs to know exactly which child is still struggling with 

which concept in order to best be able to help them further their understanding. The results 

of the quiz as shown in percentages does not give the teacher any clue as to which students 

gave which answers and it is thus impossible to link false answers to the individual learning 

needs of the children. Furthermore, as the setup of the quiz tool is rather playful, the 

children had trouble taking the task seriously and staying on track with answering the 

questions. This was especially true for the two ELL students of the class that became 

frustrated quickly and then gave up. Therefore, it is the researcher’s impression that the 
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students’ performances stayed well below their potential which in turn warped the results 

of the quiz in general. 

This opinion was also shared by the other elementary teachers during a discussion about 

SELAS and its possibilities; while they liked some of the aspects of it, they also believed that 

Assessment for Learning needs to be individualized and tailored to each student and thus 

a plenary overview of the whole class’ progress would not be helpful for that. 

Furthermore, the students struggled with how to use their computers for this activity. 

Moyles et al. (2011) state on this that “…it has been argued that teachers cannot assume 

that all children develop digital skills similar to one another” (p.169). For SELAS to be 

optimally useful, it would thus have to become a fixed part of the children’s learning, 

assessment and self-reflection routine and be used on such a regular basis that all children 

could use it without needing any assistance from the teacher. The test group was very open 

to the possibility of integrating SELAS into their practice and review routines, some children 

even asked the researcher whether they would be allowed to keep practicing with the app 

at home. 

Quality  

To get a research product that is reliable and valid, the researcher made use of triangulation 

as described in Menter et al. (2011). All questions for the interviews and questionnaires 

were first presented to the researcher’s group of critical friends and, if necessary, their 

thesis mentors to ensure that they were understandable and unambiguous. During the 

analysis, the researcher carefully considered all sides and opinions of the topic in question 

and therefore analyzed both positive and negative points of view concerning AfL in general 

and the use of ICT in AfL in particular. The combination of qualitative and quantitative 
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methods of data collection and analysis hereby served to strengthen the validity of the 

research (Cohen et al., 2018). 

As for the field study; since the researcher is acquainted with the developer of the 

application that was tested, there was the possibility that the researcher could be biased 

regarding its usefulness. To circumvent that, the researcher primarily relied on their own 

opinion when looking at the results of the field study, but also questioned the class teacher 

of the test group as well as the test group itself and thus compared the opinions to obtain 

an unambiguous result (Cohen et al., 2018). Furthermore, the researcher cross-referenced 

and compared all findings of the field research to the findings of the literature review. 

Through using a mixed methods approach throughout the entire project, the researcher 

received “a more complete picture of the phenomenon under study than would be yielded 

by a single approach, thereby overcoming the weaknesses and biases of single approaches” 

(Cohen et al., 2018, p.87).  

Ethics  

As “[…] all social research (whether using surveys, documents, interviews or computer-

mediated communication) gives rise to a range of ethical issues around privacy, informed 

consent, anonymity, secrecy, being truthful, and the desirability of the research” (Blaxter 

et al. 2010, p.161), there were a number of measures taken to avoid any ethical issues. 

Especially as this project was largely based around communication technologies and the 

internet, having all participants’ informed consent was paramount to avoid any ethical 

dilemmas. All participation took place on a strictly voluntary basis, with consent forms being 

handed out to all participants prior to the actual research phases (Cohen et al., 2018). The 

consent forms (See Appendices 1 and 2), written according to the guidelines described by 

Blaxter et al. (2010), informed the volunteers about their rights in the research project. It, 
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furthermore, educated them about the reasons and purposes of the research as well as 

ensured their anonymity and disclosed that all responses and outcomes of the data 

collection will remain unpublished. Lastly, the document contained information about the 

use, storage and deletion of all data collected during the research process and also 

disclosed to the participants that they have the possibility to withdraw from the project at 

any time they wish. Given that some of the data collected during this project may be 

personal or sensitive, the researcher needed to take the necessary precautions in terms of 

data storage (Cohen et al., 2018). All data collected during this project was anonymized and 

kept securely on an external hard drive which only the researcher had access to. It will be 

stored there for the duration of the research process until the researcher has successfully 

passed her final thesis and will be destroyed thereafter.  
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Research Conclusion 

How does school X make use of ICT to support assessment for learning? 

To be able to answer this question as thoroughly as possible, it has to be split into two 

parts; “Does school X practice Assessment for Learning?” and “How does school X support 

AfL with ICT?”. 

Does school X practice Assessment for Learning? 

School X is a PYP school and as that follows IB’s guidelines regarding the instruction and 

assessment of their elementary age students. According to the official PYP documents as 

well as Davidson and Carber (2012), authors of Taking the PYP forward, “[f]ormative 

assessment is at the heart of the PYP approach to assessment” (p.56).  

On their website, the International Baccalaureate Organization states the following 

regarding the purposes of assessment in the Primary Years Program: 

Assessment serves to promote student learning as well 

as provide information about it to 

the teachers and thus 

contribute to the successful 

implementation of the 

program at large (International Baccalaureate Organization, 

2019). Accordingly, it can be assumed that most PYP schools’ practice AfL 

simply because they adopted a curriculum that is largely based around it. 

School X is no different; as their PYP coordinator is also a PYP workshop leader that has 

been part of the team that shaped the latest revisions of the program, the school dedicates 

a lot of time and effort to improve structures to increase student agency throughout the 

Elementary Department. Elementary teachers are encouraged to base their management 

of pupils’ progress upon regular formative assessment as much as possible as well as 

provide their students with ample opportunities to co-create their own learning and 

assessment. To support that, the school has just recently adopted the SOLO taxonomy (see 

Figure 9) as developed by Biggs and Collis (1989) and adapted for classroom use by Pam 

Figure 9 
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Hook (2016). Hook’s take on the SOLO taxonomy essentially splits up the children’s learning 

processes into four to five stages;  

Each stage then describes the development the individual children would make and the 

ideas and connections they would have to develop in order to move on to the next step. 

When planning a new Unit of Inquiry, Elementary teachers at school X use the SOLO 

template to split up each Line of Inquiry into bite-size pieces. The template is then used 

during the instruction process and, most importantly, during assessment. Knowing exactly 

what concepts a child would have to develop when helps the teachers in their formative 

assessment and ongoing review as it essentially provides them with a checklist for the 

development that should take place (Hook, 2019). The SOLO taxonomy is not only used by 

teachers, however. Students use the same template when planning out their inquiry for a 

new unit. Just like the teachers did for the whole unit, the students split up their inquiry 

processes into short-term goals for each line of inquiry they will be working on. This not 

only helps them to visualize the assessment criteria and plan out their learning, it holds 

them accountable and ultimately helps them reflect on the process and their progress 

better (Hook, 2016).  

Furthermore, school X completes all planning, assessment and reporting processes through 

a “curriculum-focused learning platform” called Managebac (2019), developed specifically 

to fit the needs of IB schools. Here, teachers 

record their planning for the Units of 

Inquiry including the Scope and 

Sequence, skills to be developed as well as what aspects of the IB 

learner profile will be fostered in the course of the unit (Cushman & 

Baron, 2017). Additionally, teachers can create formative as well as 

summative assessment tasks and record their outcomes. Students have access to the unit 

planning as well as the assessment criteria for all projects that are to be carried out during 

the unit and can use the provided information for their SOLO planning. Nevertheless, 

Managebac mainly supports the teachers’ side of AfL. 

School X does, however, also make use of more traditional, non-ICT based, approaches to 

student agency and AfL. In accordance with the PYP guidelines for instance, students, 

guardians and teachers have so-called three-way conferences once per term (Zimmer, 

Figure 10 
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2016). The first conference serves as an opportunity for goal setting and takes place at the 

very beginning of the year. In the second term, these goals are revisited and reflected on; 

were they reached? If yes, what are our new goals? If no, what can we do to reach them? 

Finally, in the last weeks of term three, all parties come together again to look at the 

student’s progress over the year, check whether the goals set at the beginning of their year 

were accomplished and set new goals for the upcoming year. 

It is this balance of ICT and paper-based assessment tools, that makes AfL so successful and 

effective at school X and, in combination with the small class sizes, allows the teachers to 

really individualize each student’s learning trajectory and each student to take ownership 

of their learning and progress. 

How does school X support AfL with ICT? 

Apart from Managebac, school X provides teachers and students with a multitude of ICT 

tools to support teaching and self-assessment. With all students owning and using a laptop 

by grade two, the teachers have the possibility to monitor their students’ progress on the 

various learning websites they use on a daily basis (Chiong & Shuler, 2010). These websites, 

used mainly for practice purposes in mathematics and literacy, also provide the students 

with regular feedback of their achievements and progress and thus help the students to 

assess their own understanding of the contents. With that, school X shares Moyles, 

Georgeson, & Payler’s (2011) believe that “it is important for teachers to cultivate a positive 

ethos around the use of digital technology in the classroom”. Both the authors and the 

leadership team at school X “recognize [] the ways in which developments in the 

technological landscape influence how children today learn, as well as the concept of their 

learning” (p.168).  
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The websites used by school X include online reading databases for literacy such as Learning 

A-Z (2002) and Newsela (2019), where children get to pick pieces of fiction as well as non-

fiction writing from a vast database to read and subsequently answer a number of 

questions on the pieces they have read to show their understanding of the material. The 

children are aware of and familiar with this process and generally seem to enjoy completing 

the small quizzes. Once they have answered all the questions, they receive feedback from 

the website on how they did and are encouraged to use it to reflect on how well they 

understood their reading material. Each child can access their personal database and 

monitor their own progress while the class teachers have access to all children’s answers 

and can thus track each individual student’s progress and use this data to differentiate their 

teaching more effectively (Chiong & Shuler, 2010).  

For mathematics, most teachers regularly use a website called Prodigy (2016), that allows 

students to playfully practice their skills. This website, too, provides feedback to the 

students and teachers on the students’ progress and thus helps inform their AfL. The 

website hosts curriculum-aligned math games for Grades one through eight and provides 

teachers with real-time reports of the children’s results, enabling them to “[q]uickly see 

which skills [their] students have mastered, and where they may need some 

additional support” (Prodigy, 2016). 

How does the application SELAS support assessment for learning and 
how could school x benefit from using it? 

SELAS is a combination of several tools used by schools on a daily basis, among them an 

attendance monitoring tool and an interactive parent website similar to SeeSaw (Hanf, 

2019). The app provides schools with the option to have all their management tools in one 

place rather than divided between several different applications and websites. The quiz-
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tool, that was one of the focal points of this research project, is only one of several possible 

usages for SELAS. The tool provides teachers with a pre-existing question database on a 

broad variety of topics and subjects appropriate for various grade levels. All of these are, 

however, in German which is why the researcher had to create her own pool of questions 

for the trial. Furthermore, there is the option for teachers to design their own questions to 

best fit their purposes as well as for their students to submit original questions. Through 

that, students have the possibility to challenge their teachers or parents on the quiz-tool 

(Chiong & Shuler, 2010). Simply put, SELAS’ quiz tool is an academic, feedback-providing 

version of Kahoot, a quiz app that is already popular among teachers. For the teachers, it 

works on an anonymous, whole group basis and is therefore very much useful when one 

wants to get an unbiased overview of a whole class’ level of progress. Unlike Kahoot, and 

as already mentioned above, students receive a detailed report of their correct and 

incorrect answers. Once all students have answered the teacher’s questions, the teacher 

receives an overview of the class’ answers through pie charts and percentages. Since the 

developer of the app is German and had originally designed it for German schools, it very 

much caters towards the needs of German national school teachers, that have to monitor 

and manage the progress of up to 35 students per class and rely more on summative 

assessment than on AfL to do so. 

As school X’s classes do not surpass a number of 13 students per class and the school has 

adopted the PYP’s approach to assessment and reflection, learning and assessment are 

foremost individual and tailored towards each student’s needs. Having a group-based 

overview of the class’ progress is therefore only partly useful. School X specifically 

advertises this individualized support in their mission statement and with only 100 students 

across twelve grade levels up to IB DP level, they would need a tool that would facilitate 
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individualized Assessment for Learning rather than one that provided anonymized 

overviews (International Baccalaureate Organization, 2018).  

Discussion and Recommendations 
As already stated above, a number of issues arose during the data collection phase of this 

project. The biggest issue in terms of validity and significance was the relatively small scope 

of the collected data that was a result of the small number of participants. As school X is 

very small, there was only a very limited number of homeroom teachers the researcher 

could interview. Also, the trial class for SELAS only consisted of 9 children, which limited 

the spectrum of their feedback. If this research were to be taken further, it would therefore 

be important to get a broader scope through bigger sample sizes for both the trial and the 

interviews. The app should be tested across different age groups and ability levels to fully 

explore its usefulness regarding the support of student agency. As the field of educational 

apps is a very young one, there has not been much research done focused on in-class use 

of apps like SELAS. It would thus be interesting to conduct a longitudinal study assessing 

the influence of an introduction of such an app to the children’s daily learning and 

assessment practices on the development of student agency. Lastly, the researcher has 

noticed a number of similarities between ManageBac and SELAS; a comparison between 

the two would therefore be interesting to see whether SELAS could be an affordable 

alternative, especially for German national schools.  

Limitations 

Due to the very particular context of this project, the findings are only partly useful for 

anyone but the researcher herself. As SELAS has not been adapted for the international 

market yet, users have to be fluent in German in order for the app to fulfil its potential. 

Furthermore, the researcher’s internship school was very small with very small classes 
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which made it easier to stress student agency and AfL in daily classroom practices. 

Nevertheless, the researcher’s findings regarding the use of ICT to support AfL can be used 

in various contexts, regardless of curriculum background and class size. 
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Time schedule, Support & Professional development  
 

Date Time schedule Support Professional 

development 

September – 

December 2018 

Look into possible topics 

as well as research 

methods to use during 

BA thesis project  

 

Conversations with 

critical friend group 

regarding possible 

topics + projects to 

carry out during 

final TP  

Choose thesis 

supervisor + 

preliminary topic 

January 2019 Finalize research 

questions during 

Bachelor bootcamp  

Carry out literature 

review for the first four 

sub questions: read 

appropriate literature, 

summarize and put into 

proposal 

Finalize choice of data 

collection methods as 

well as research 

paradigm 

→ write and hand in 

thesis proposal 

Conversations with 

critical friend group 

as well as supervisor 

about topic, 

questions, methods, 

etc. 

Conversation with 

app developer for 

support during TP 

→ send preliminary 

outline of proposal 

to supervisor 

→ send finished 

proposal to critical 

friends for proof 

reading 

Read up on 

information about ICT 

as well as assessment 

for learning and 

possible connections 

between the two 

Confirm placement at 

TP school and meet 

with mentor teacher 

as well as head of 

school in person to 

get the necessary 

permissions for the 

project 
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February 2019 Between hand-in of 

proposal and start of TP: 

set up questionnaires to 

send out to the German 

schools and get in 

contact with the via the 

developer of the 

application 

Get familiar with the 

app and set up class 

login for the test group 

Decide on questions for 

the interviews and try 

them out with test 

group of critical friends 

Obtain permission of 

HoS for the interview 

questions 

Conversations with 

critical friend group 

as well as supervisor 

and mentor teacher 

at school x  

Develop ICT skills to 

use in every-day 

school life and for 

assessment for 

learning in particular 

 

March – May 

2019 

Evaluate result of 

questionnaire 

Carry out interviews 

with the PS teachers at 

school x → summarize 

results and evaluate the 

outcomes 

Carry out case study of 

Grade 3 class → 

evaluate results of case 

Contact with critical 

friend group as well 

as supervisor in case 

of questions or 

problems 

Cooperation with 

colleagues and 

mentor teacher at 

school x 

Deepen personal 

knowledge of using 

ICT for teaching and 

assessing  

Use other teachers’ 

knowledge and 

experiences to 

broaden own 

knowledge 
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study + analyze own as 

well as children’s 

experiences 

Contact with app 

developer to use 

SELAS as profitable 

as possible 

Use mentor teacher’s 

expertise to become 

more proficient in 

using ICT regularly 

June 2019 Put all data together 

and evaluate them 

according to the 

research questions as 

well as the results of the 

literature review 

→ write thesis 

Contact with 

supervisor 

Conversations with 

critical friends + 

proof reading by 

them 

Conversations and 

exchange of 

feedback with app 

developer 

 

Draw own 

conclusions about 

Assessment for 

Learning and using 

ICT in school  

Develop skills in the 

field of ICT with 

regard to 

management of pupil 

progress and learning 
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Appendix 
Appendix 1: Consent form – English version 
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Appendix 2: Consent form – German version 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for the teachers at school X 
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